
Underwater case Telesin Dome Port for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 Ref: 6972860171005
Underwater case Telesin Dome Port for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10

Telelesin GP-DMP-T09 underwater housing for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11
The Telesin brand's practical housing for the GoPro camera will allow you to take original shots above and below the water. Not only can
it  float above water,  but it  is  also waterproof up to a depth of 30m. It  provides a wide field of view and a light transmittance of 93%.
There is also a storage compartment inside its non-slip handle where you can keep small items.
 
Create breathtaking underwater shots
The housing dome is made of German acrylic glass, which is distinguished by its high strength, excellent protection of the device, and
also provides clear clean images. The distance between the lens and its top is 70 mm, which provides an optimal view. The accessory is
equipped with special elements that prevent it from evaporating. You also do not have to worry about reflections disturbing the quality of
your photos and videos. Moreover, the 180° field of view allows you to create great shots.
 
Reliable and multifunctional
You  can  use  the  case  in  several  different  ways.  Responsible  for  this  multifunctionality  of  the  accessory  are  its  buoyancy  mount  and
waterproofness up to a depth of 30 meters. The product allows you to record unique footage on land, as well as just above the surface of
the water. Thanks to that you can also take amazing underwater shots.
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Practical handle
The non-slip grip of the case is made of a pleasant-to-touch TPE material. It allows you to confidently and comfortably use the accessory
both on land and underwater. There is a small compartment inside where you can store, for example, keys or coins. You can also fill it
with water to keep it optimally buoyant in any situation.
 
Carefully considered design
Mounting the case is fabulously easy, as its use. The accessory is equipped with a shutter button, thanks to which you will take stunning
shots in a flash. The stainless steel components are durable and resistant to wear and tear. In addition, the adjustable length wrist holder
makes the case safer to use and prevents you from losing it.
 
Packing list
buoyancy rod
dome port
wrench
cleaning cloth
anti-fog film
case
hand strap
screw
	Brand
	Telesin
	Name
	GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11 Dome Port
	Weight
	420g
	Dimensions
	185 x185 x 102mm
	Material
	stainless steel + PC
	Compatibility
	GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11
	Color
	black and yellow

Preço:

Antes: € 57.9945

Agora: € 57.00
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